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Il mio obiettivo è quello di sfatare questo mito sullo standard di bellezza nei cani da bellezza 

e da lavoro. Considerevoli sono l’utilizzo dei comandi di base per l'addestramento del cane in 

Pet Therapy nel trattamento di pazienti con casi gravi come l'autismo, di fatti anche un 

bambino può usare gli stessi comandi che l'addestratore da al cane durante un esercizio 

d’addestramento; così come lo sviluppo cognitivo e l'adattamento e la risoluzione del 

problema stesso, il paziente dovrà ricollegarsi al contatto linguistico (in lingua madre o 

straniera) tramite l’aiuto del gesto e della mimica; questo metodo è stato sfruttato tantissimo 

dagli operatori scolastici per insegnare una lingua straniera o una materia scolastica ai 

bambini handicap o con disturbi mentali gravi. 

 

Comandi da TEDESCO –  ITALIANO:                                      

               

Hundekommandos 
 

                     Comandi in Tedesco                                                                        Comandi in Inglese 
 

DEUTSCH ITALIANO 
Hier! / Komm! 

here / komm 
Vieni! 

Braver Hund! 
braffer hoont 

Bravo! 

Nein! / Pfui! 
nyne / pfoo-ee 

No!  

Fuß! 
foos 

Piede! 

Sitz! 
sits 

Seduto! 

Platz! 
plahts 

Terra! 

Bleib! / Stopp! 
blype / shtopp 

Resta! 

Bring! / Hol! 
brink / hohll 

Porta! 

Aus! / Gib! 
owss / gipp 

Lascia! 

Gib Fuß! 
gipp foos 

Vieni al piede! 

Voraus! 
for-owss 

Vai! 
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Vi presento Randy: 

**Randy** 

M: Deborah 

P: Dylan 

Allevatore: Pietro Lo Pinto 

Conduttore e Addestratore: Valerio Zesi e Giorgio Colombo 

Linea di bellezza 

“Il soggetto è robusto, con ottime sfumature, ma strutturalmente ancora acerbo a causa della 

tenera età. Ha una testa normale, una maschera di sesso maschile scura, ma i suoi occhi 

avrebbero dovuto essere più neri. Ha una buona linea superiore, buona pendenza della 

groppa, buona parte anteriore e degli angoli posteriori, buona linea di fondo, buon blocco 

anteriore, ma l'avambraccio dovrebbe essere un po’ più teso. Ha una grande estensione del 

movimento e si muove molto vicino al suolo con abbastanza aderenza.” 

(Giudizio di Valerio Zesi) 
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III.3 Danke schön Randy!   

   Ciao Randy , 

 Amico mio, ora sei sotto i miei piedi che dormi come un bambino, beato, col muso sopra il 

mio piede, non hai pensieri e questo mi tranquillizza ancora di più. Mi sono lasciata questa 

pagina da scrivere per te e per quello che verrà in futuro, e quindi ti ringrazio, ti ringrazio per 

la tua semplicità e per avermi fatto diventare la persona che ho sempre voluto essere. E’ 

passato un anno dalla tua nascita, e ricordo che non passò tanto tempo dal momento che 

diventasti parte di me e della mia vita, non avrò mai nostalgia di quei momenti, è stato 

stupendo  fino a qui e così voglio ricordare ogni singolo momento nostro. La tua razza è 

diventata la mia più grande passione, una passione che non pensavo di cogliere così in fretta. 

La gioia e i sacrifici che ci sto mettendo non saranno mai abbastanza paragonati al bene che 

mi serbi ogni giorno, e non ti nascondo che questa passione la custodisco sotto gli occhi della 

gente per paura di non essere capita e non essere vista come una persona normale; ma con te 

lo sono e continuerò a lottare per raggiungere il mio obbiettivo più grande, la mia ambizione 

di una vita e forse il sogno da bambina. 

 

Sii forte sempre, 

 

Danke schön mein freund! 
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CONCLUSIONE 
 

    

 

 

 

Dalla mia esperienza con i cani e il lavoro fatto su Randy nell’addestramento e al di fuori di 

esso, posso dire con assoluta certezza che il linguaggio è essenziale nel mondo cinofilo, 

soprattutto quando si tratta di formazione del carattere in addestramento. Anche ora, oltre ad 

una formazione di base con comandi eseguiti con lingue differenti, il cane avrà sempre la 

funzione cognitiva nel rispondere bene usando metodi di linguaggio diversi e per garantire 

che tutto ciò avvenga, è importante avere molta pazienza. 

   Recentemente ho lavorato con molti addestratori e cercherò di migliorare i miei studi e le 

mie ricerche sulla formazione del carattere e del linguaggio canino perché come ho sempre 

detto un cane deve avere due qualità importanti, deve lavorare sodo ed essere bello; un cane 

deve essere sempre addestrato di conseguenza; e deve essere rispettato sempre dal proprio 

padrone, ogni cane ha il suo tempo, le sue lacune, le sue difficoltà e dobbiamo cercare sempre 

lo stimolo giusto per non farlo chiudere e scoraggiare. 

   Non per questo ho preso in considerazione la razza del Cane da Pastore Tedesco poiché da 

molti criticata e considerata aggressiva, a mio parere docile e mordace allo stesso tempo, ma 

non per via della razza ma per il lavoro che se ne fa su di lui. Un cane deve essere docile e 

aggressivo allo stesso tempo, ma mantenere una certa misura in entrambe i comportamenti, e 

soprattutto usarli nel modo più giusto e appropriato, questo non vale solo per i cani da 

vigilanza o difesa ma anche per i cani al di fuori di un ambito lavorativo. Un cane può essere 

mordace e aggressivo fin da piccolo, specialmente se ha avuto problemi di distacco parentale, 

o lo può diventare da adulto se gestito in modo incorretto, insomma un cane non è “cattivo” 

perché ha voglia di esserlo o perché dipende dalla razza, un cane è cattivo perché glielo 

permettiamo noi in primis e dobbiamo far si che questo non accada, e se accade rimboccatevi 

le mani e prendete in mano le redini del vostro cane e della sua vita, egli ve ne sarà grato 

nonostante non possa rispondervi.  

Perché alla fine che sia un cane, una persona o una lingua straniera, interpretare significa 

rifugiarsi in un mondo dove solo noi possiamo farne parte completamente, interpretare è 
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essere un tutt’uno con un qualcosa, un qualcuno e io spero di essere riuscita a farvelo 

intendere a pieno rendendovi partecipi della mia passione più grande e, spero nel mio futuro 

lavoro. 
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                              INTRODUCTION 
 
   
 

 

“  In my early childhood years...  

there were Christmas trees, a vast countryside,  

crowded rooms and fear. ” 

(Dog Speak – Bash Dibra) 

 

I was five and I could not understand the situation I was in: the fact that my parents had made 

the courageous decision to take me away from Romania was vital for me and my sister. I do 

not remember what the weather was like, whether or not it was sunny, the kind of breeze in 

the air or the cheerful chirping of birds that flew freely in the sky. 

   There was something else that fascinated me: the four-legged creatures who patrolled my 

aunt and my grandmother’s house. Those animals had an unfamiliar face, as if they knew 

something that I needed to know. As if they knewI had been adopted. I was attracted to them, 

I was curious to find out how what it would be like to touch that thick hair and look into 

those dark eyes. I was attracted by  my grandfather’s meadow– in Umbria - where their cage 

was, where they slept and ate freely. Like every five- year- old child, I was curious, fearless 

and innocent. No one had ever told me that you could not play with hunting dogs when they 

were still puppies - even with a German Shepherd. My grandfather always let the dog run 

loose to watch the house. So one day I went to the enclosure and stuck a finger over the green 

metallic net. When my grandfather came running, I had made a friend. My grandfather was 

stunned, I immediately walked away from the iron door and he took me home and told my 

parents what had happened. "If you want to caress the German Shepherd you must you must 

be with an adult!" They answered surprised by the gesture that I had done, knowing that from 

then on I would keep away from that cage. 

  The people who loved me, my parents, and the people I feared, my grandparents were upset 

with me. Yet, somehow, the dog did not instill fear in me. In a sense, I had the distinct feeling 

that the dog and I, despite what my parents and my grandparents said, could become friends. 
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   For a few days I was kept away from the area where the dogs were kept. For once, my 

parents were allied against me. But I kept being drawn to the enclosure and I was convinced 

that this large and beautiful creature was not bad like everyone said. When nobody was 

looking me, I slipped my finger back over the enclosure. The German Shepherd did not growl 

– she barked and shoved her big black wet nose in the foreground, but when I opened my 

hand, she came up, she sniffed and licked me. At that point I realized once and for all that we 

were friends. 

   I finally realized that even my father who was bewildered by the reaction of the dog 

decided that this was the best way to overcome my trauma adoption – so he was allowing me 

to stay with her. 

   Many years later, my parents, my grandparents and I followed a ritual during 

Christmastime: I could play with the dogs all day, but first I had to study.  Knowing that I had 

more freedom than anyone else would have helped my morale. And as a matter of fact, that is 

what happened. The dogs had provided me with the key to freedom, to a new life that had 

nothing to do with “my trauma”, to a new life without prejudices, to a new life of true love, to 

a new life in contact with nature; they had realized what my greatest desire was. 

   Meanwhile, my new friends (including the Irish Setter Kuma and the English Setter Spillo) 

seemed less threatening and more likable in the eyes of my parents ever since they opened 

the cage. Each day reserved new adventures, new and exciting experiences. Before I even 

realized it, I was growing.   

   When I was old enough to understand - Stella – my grandfather’s "ferocious" German 

Shepherd, had already gone to heaven. I've never forgotten this moment because it reflects 

how I feel about dogs and the dedication that I have towards this breed. 

   Then about a year ago, when my Grandma  was bedridden in a hospital, I promised myself 

that I would convince my parents to get me a dog, but not just any  breed- the breed is and 

has always been the same - the German Shepherd. I wanted a male and not a female because I 

did not want my dog to go through canine labor, but I wanted it, and in the end I got my 

wiish: on April 1, 2015 I was given a hairy and chubby puppy that weighed 6 kg. He was so 

scared - so much so that he hid behind the huge bag of crunchies that belonged to his mother 

and brothers- he became part of what we call "life", but it was more than that, because when I 

took him in my arms for the first time, he looked at me with brittle and fragile eyes – he 

almost had the same expression I had when my parents adopted me- I kissed him 

affectionately and suddenly he shifted its paws on my neck as if this was normal. He then 

rested his soft muzzle on my right shoulder and finally we had found our place in the world! 
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   When the puppy was about three months old we started the first training classes with 

Daniele1 and then, as the years went by my trainer and I realized that Randy was special, so 

one day Daniele said to me, " You are very lucky, Vicky! - to have this amazing experience 

with German Shepherds. And he read me a quote from the famous novel by Bash Dibra2 that 

changed our lives – mine and that of my dog-  that would always be there for me: 

    

“ The relationship that we establish with dogs, the bond that we feel, is a gift from God. It 

began in a very, very remote past, when man lived in a garden and the world was wonderful. 

In this very special place, man and nature were in perfect agreement, and men and animals 

lived in harmony and could communicate, each in his own language. Everything was 

intended to to be perfect and life was wonderful. But one day the man broke the laws of God 

and God got very angry. He gathered all the animals in the garden and told them that the 

man had broken the laws and that he would have to leave the garden. But God is merciful 

and asked that one of the animals remained at the man's side. The world outside the garden 

was a scary and lonely place; the man would have needed a friend, because there would be 

no God to protect him. The animals looked at each other and no one said a word. Finally a 

wolf came forward and stood beside the man. When the man and the wolf crossed the garden 

gate and went out into the world, the wolf turned into a dog... 

  

Since then, the dog is man's best friend. 3” 

 
   Only several years later - once I became an adult - I realized an indisputable truth, a truth 

that would revolutionize the way I bred my dog - a German Shepherd with long hair named 

Randy - my future, my existence: the dog evolved from the wolf and the relationship 

established in the garden still exists between a man and his dog. 

After all, if we read the word "dog" backwords in English we get "God." 4 

   Dogs, especially Randy and Stella, were the most precious gift I have ever received. I hope 

that this thesis will make you feel the joy, and for some people, like me, remenber your dog 

and learn to communicate with him for a second time. Thanks to the study of Dog Therapy 

                                                        
1 Daniele Mosciatti – Randy’s  first dog trainer, and founder of ASD. EMOZIONE CANE (Source: www.danielemosciatti.it 
) 
2 Bash Dibra -  Albanian writer and dog trainer (Source: www.macrolibrasi.it ) 
3 “Dog Speak” – Translation by Roberta Marasco, 1st  edition PIEMME BESTSELLER, February 2012, p.10, Introduction 
4 “Dog Speak” – Tradnslation by Roberta Marasco, 1st  edition PIEMME BESTSELLER, February 2012, p.11, 
Introduction 

http://www.danielemosciatti.it/
http://www.macrolibrasi.it/
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and my experience with ASD EMOZIONE CANE and SAS5 and the dog trainers for utility 

and defense – Valerio, Stefano Zesi and Giogio Colombo6 - and the advice of my vet - Diego 

Milone - a bond so strong has been created that not even death can ever break it. 
    Now I am pursuing a dream, my dream, and I can finally answer the question "what do you 

want to be when you grow up?" And what about you, can you answer the question? 

 

 

“Each of us would like to leave something useful in the world, here is my attempt!”7 

 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 
                                                        
5 SAS - Amateurs Schäferhunde company, the specialized company that aims to improve, increase and enhance the dog 
breed German Shepherd and to strengthen the selection and breeding of dogs. (Source: www.sas-italia.it)  
6 Stefano, Valerio Zesi and Giorgio Colombo - Owners of “Breeding Criale”, father and son, professional dog trainers 
and educators, managers and founders of the supervisory canine core AIPAT; they collaborated with Giorgio who founded 
in 2012 his first canine core SAS MARE, and owner of “Breeding Villa Saracena”. (Source: www.allevamentodelcriale.it, 
www.allevamentovillasaracena.it ) 
 
 
7 “A Dialogue with Dogs” -  Graeme Sims, translation by Laura Grassi, 2012 Sperling & Kupfer Editori S.p.A for the 
Italian edition p.1, Introduction 
 
 
 

http://www.sas-italia.it/
http://www.allevamentodelcriale.it/
http://www.allevamentovillasaracena.it/
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MAN AND DOG: history of an ancient alliance 
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MAN AND DOG: HISTORY OF AN ANCIENT 
ALLIANCE 

 

 
I.1 From prehistory to ancestor wolf 
 Although there are many theories we do not have a truly accurate time-frame or location 

regarding the exact origins of the dog or its domestication history. 

We do know that one of its closest ancestor is the wolf, though recent scientific evidence 

shows that the Altai dog may be the forebear of today's dogs, rather than wolves. 

Taxonomically the dog forms part of the group of animals called Canidae, these include 

wolves, jackals, coyotes, dingoes, and foxes.  

Today’s domesticated dog may be a mutated form of the Middle Eastern or East Asian or 

Siberian wolf or another species of dog. Many believe that it is possibly the latter because 

there is greater genetic diversity, often a sign of greater antiquity in Asian or Siberian dogs 

than in European dogs. 

   Archaeological evidence points to the domestication of the dog in a time-period some 

12000 to 15000 years ago, when we started creating permanent settlements; this was towards 

the end of the Mesolithic period and the start of the Neolithic period.  

 Despite the long history of domestication the fascinating thing is that wolves and domestic 

dogs still share an almost identical genetic blueprint. Their mitochondrial DNA differs by as 

much as 0.2%! To prove just how similar the wolves species such as Tomarctus and Canis 

Lupus are we can note  that they can actually mate and reproduce viable offspring something 

other animal species cannot do. This is evident in the many wolf hybrid dogs seen today. 

Precisely how they became domesticated is still up for debate and the exact path of 

domestication is not entirely known today. There are however several schools of thought: the 

first hypothesis is that early man took wolf pups from their den and raised them with humans, 

much like we raise a puppy today, the theory suggests that these wolf pups were fed, trained, 

and tamed by early man. This theory holds much doubt, as many believe early man would not 

have been able to successfully steal wolf pups. Wolf pups were protected and guarded over 

very carefully by members of the pack. A similar and more likely theory suggests that early 

man didn’t steal wolf pups but found orphaned wolf pups and then domesticated them. Still, 
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there is uncertainty that first generation wolf pups would have been domesticated so quickly. 

It takes thousands of years to successfully domesticate an animal. It’s not as simple as merely 

raising a wolf pup to create a dog that is submissive and tame around humans. 

   The second school of thought is that wolves and humans watched over each other closely 

for mutual benefit. It was thought that early man followed and learned from wolves as they 

tracked game.  

   Over time as wolves ventured closer and closer to humans, they became more comfortable 

around them. Wolves that lingered longer in human presence passed these behavioral traits 

along in successive generations. This gave way to the slow process of how wolves became 

domesticated. 

   Perhaps there was no specific way that the wolf became domesticated but it was probably 

more of a combination of the above-suggested theories that we have the Canis Lupus 

Familiaris.8 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                        
8 Canis Lupus Familiaris, Linneaus  - It is the ancestor of the domesticated canid par excellence which has been 
selectively bred for millennia due to its various behaviors, sensory capabilities, and physical attributes. (Source:Wikipedia) 
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I.1.1 The wolf from the origins to all the dogs 
 
   “Dog is man's best friend”, how many times have we heard this phrase? It has become 

almost a proverb, and is often misused to the point that it underestimates the importance of 

this relationship . Many animals are our “friends“, but our “best friend“ is the dog, and the 

reasons for this special bond are lost in the depths of prehistory. 

   When we refer to the dog, we must dwell on the fact that we're not just talking about a pet; 

in fact, the dog is the “pet“par excellence , not only because it is believed to be the first 

domesticated animal by man , but also because it is the only animal that seems to have 

“chosen” to establish a relationship with being humans. 

Other animals such as goats, pigs and horses, have a long history and have been in contact 

with man in the course of its evolution, but they have become household for imposition of 

human beings, who realised that they had characteristics and potential that could be  

exploited. In practice this is 

the prey, the predator animals 

that man has long been 

hunting.  

   At one point in history 

people realized that it was 

easier to raise pigs, rather 

than scrambling for strenuous 

and risky hunts, and realized 

that the fast horses could be 

excellent means of 

locomotion, so man decided 

to breed piglets. With dogs 

things did not go very well. Basically the best 

dog or wolf, was not a prey of particular 

importance for human beings, in fact more 

than anything else it was a rival for the mere 

reason that they shared many of the potential 

prey. We can thus see that the foundation for 

this great friendship was not the best one. So 
Canis Lupus Familiaris today (above) and before (below) 
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how did this aspect change? Why have these two potential rivals in the food chain become 

such good friends? 

   The answer, or answers are not easy to come by, and as always, when it comes to pre-

history, we can only make assumptions that paleontology seeks to confirm or deny on the 

evidence we attain from excavations every year. Everything can change at any moment when 

analysing facts that occurred tens of thousands of years ago; a new discovery can overturn 

everything you thought you knew for decades in a  second. 

  What is certain is that the dog as we know it today is a direct descendant of the gray wolf 

(Canis lupus). In addition to paleontological evidence there is also modern genetic research 

that confirms this finding. Why is the dog considered a subspecies of the gray wolf which 

was given the emblematic scientific name Canis lupus familiaris? 

   The research was carried out on samples of mitochondrial DNA, collected from blood, 

tissue and hair of 140 dogs of 67 different breeds, 162 wolves from 27 different populations 

from North America, Asia and the Middle East, 5 coyotes, 2 golden jackals, the mantle of 2 

jackals and 8 abyssinian jackals. The choice to dwell on the mitochondrial DNA was made 

because this, unlike the coming of chromosomes, derived only from the maternal line, 

making it easier to study the descent, because the mutations that occurred over the course of 

generations, are not reshuffled in new combinations from meiosis as occurs in the genes of 

the chromosomes, but remain united in a particular sequence. All analyses led to a clear and 

unequivocal result: the ancestor of the dogs was the wolf. After carefully studying samples of 

mitochondrial DNA it was discovered that wolves and coyotes differed by about 6%, while 

domestic dogs and wolves differed by only 1%, and here is the confirmation of the wolf as a 

domestic dog. Dogs like many other pets inherit the classic signs of the domestication process 

, many of these signs are typical features of an extension of childhood , such as hanging ears , 

a curled tail, the rounded shape of the head and the barking sound it makes. This 

phenomenon is called neoteny in biology , and it is interesting to point out that human beings 

themselves evolved from apes and are believed to have neotenic characteristics , such as lack 

of hair , tooth size , head – body proportion, etc. 
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According to the zoologists Coppinger and Smith it is believed that dogs correspond to 

different degrees of neoteny as well as to different morphologies and behavioral attitudes. A 

major study on the effects of domestication was carried out in the forties by the Russian 

geneticist Dmitri Belyaev on the Siberian fox (Bursk Buhund and Kuvasz9) - vulpes vulpes. 

This is scientifically known as co-evolution, or in non-scientific terms as friendship. Human 

beings and dogs represent a form of symbiosis par excellence, based on the species’ choices 

and so they were able to evolve by influencing each other. 

 
                                                                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
The 

evolution of the wolf 
 
 
 

                                                        
9 Bursk Buhund and Kuvasz - Nordic canids such as longhair and white foxes like the present day mountain wolf. The 
former species fought in the Viking battles and the latter lived in Hungary and were discovered by the Cumans, a nomadic 
primitive population from Turkey. (Source: Wikipedia) 
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I.2 The relationship between man and animal from 
ancient times to the present day 

 

   With the passage of time and the birth of the great 

civilizations, the social role of the dog seems increasingly 

defined and relevant.  
   There are numerous depictions of the dog that are found in 

many territories: there are Assyrian-Babylonian bas-reliefs 

depicting hunting scenes with men and dog themes; and then 

the rise of Egypt with Anubis, the god of death, and his armed 

forces found in the conquered territories, symbolized their 

sovereignty. 

   Traces of 

canis familiaris can be found in the 

Athenian culture and, later, in the Roman 

culture where some artistic inspirations 

appear in the works of Columella, Varro 

and in the third book of the “Georgics” of 

Virglio. In these texts, reference is made 

to the use and dissemination of the dog 

in the ancient city of Rome and in its region; the dog was not only used for war or for games 

with gladiators, but it was also used to exile enemies or traitors, so that it could play its role 

as a watchful and faithful guardian.  

   In medieval manuscripts the words “sheep dog” and 

“watchdog”, area a sign that human beings learned how 

to take advantage of the behavioral attitudes of this 

animal. From the fifteenth century onwards, the pictorial 

expressions clearly show how the canis familiaris is now 

a constant presence in human life: in fact there is no 

canvas or cave (Altamira and Lascaux 10 are the most 

                                                        
10  Altamira – Famous spanish cave for its Upper Paleolithic cave paintings. 
       Lascaux - It represents a cave ensemble located in southeastern France –the most beautiful examples of prehistoric art.         
(Source: Wikipedia).  

Lascaux cave (France) 

Anubis 
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important caves) that represents a royal banquet or hunting where people and dog are 

together. In fact, in this century the art of painting is constantly enriched; the prevalence of 

religious subjects and painters are beginning to depict a decade where there were scenarios of 

everyday life. Painting becomes the expression and testimony of society: the artists handed 

down a piece of history to posterity that helps to interpret the vices and virtues of the past. 

   In this context it is neceassry to analyse the trend of “animalier art” and namely the fashion 

artist in vogue who, in the seventeenth century, depicted dogs and scenes of everyday life 

where together with their owners are the main focus. Obviously in the seventeenth century 

the only class able to commission work was the noble class followed by the kings of the 

century that they portray with their beloved dogs. 

   With the evolution of history, people realized that dogs were very close to us, and we are 

therefore complementary beings. We both have a very similar cycle of life, we have instincts, 

we have emotions and feelings. And the gradual progress in the economic and social sector 

and the mental health of society has brought about great changes in the relationship between 

man and dogs. Most pets were not considered gods or the like of gods , but inferior beings 

without rights , beings to use and exploit until the very end of their days. In the book “A 

Higher Form of Killing”,  Robert Harris and Jeremy Paxman, describe how the weanling 

dogs were taken from their mothers and they were given food only from under the 

“abdomen” to simulate a womb. Other sad examples are those of sheep dogs equipped to go 

to war with a piece of velcro around their muzzle (known as AFD “Anti Foraging Device”) 

which were trained by the Americans to carry small fire bombs to be launched on Japanese 

targets and mice, bred and slaughtered in mass. 

   The English army had carcasses that were filled with explosives and disseminated in the 

German cities so that once thrown into incinerators they would cause serious damage. 

Dogs used in Second World War 
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Another canid case was the “first dog on the moon”, though many think it was an important 

aspect for the development of scienc, we now know that this was not the case: on November 

3, 1957  Laika was embarked aboard the Soviet space capsule Sputnik 211. The capsule was 

equipped for life support and contained food and water, but it did not plan to return, so the 

fate of Laika was marked from the beginning of the mission. The capsule was also equipped 

with sensors which enabled to monitor the vital signs of the passenger like blood pressure, 

heart and respiratory rate. According to some sources, Laika died a few hours after entering 

orbit due to oxygen deficiency. In 

addition most of these animals are the usual 

victims of vivisection experiments. Today 

3,000 animals are vivisectioned in Italy 

every day.  

 Today dogs are used in police missions. 

2015 is the year of chance, of change, 

of everlasting peace (in every sense): with 

her courage and unerring instinct 

Diesel, a female Belgian shepherd, “enlisted” in the French police department knwon as 

Recherche Assistance Intervention Dissuasion. She saved the lives of ten officers during the 

blitz in Saint-Denis (Paris) where a terrorist blew herself up and another one was killed by 

special forces. She was only 7 and she was given the delicate and crucial role to scout ahead 

in search of explosives. And Diesel completed the mission. Fortunately they found the 

terrorists holed up in an apartment and only one police officer was injured in the belt 

explosion that was activated by the suicide bombers. To make it even a more touching story 

is the fact that some agents said that the dog went back to his master-conductor to die at his 

feet.  

   Nowadays we no longer speak of “dog heroes” or “dog doctors”; it is no coincidence if you 

talk to  pet therapists or dog therapists. Dogs are now trained for companionship for 

patients such as the elderly, children and teenagers. We will analyse this issue more in-depth 

in the following chapters. 

  

                                                        
11 Sputnik – also named Sputnik 2 was the second artificial satellite that entered orbit in history. It was launched on Nov. 
3, 1957, a month after Sputnik 1, the first satellite to enter orbit. (Source: Wikipedia) 

Laika (1954) 
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1.2.1 The value of a correct relationship between Man and Animal 
   Since ancient times, animals have been important companions for humans, in fact the 

domestication process should therefore be considered a world heritage site. 

In addition to this, however, animals have a value that comes directly from the specific nature 

of the relationship that sees them protagonists. 

   Since the ‘50s, particularly in Anglo-Saxon countries, initiatives included using animals for 

rehabilitation as well as for therapeutic and educational purposes. The first real 

Zooanthropological Company was established in the ‘70s when American and German 

zoologists started their first experiments with gene diluition from different dog breeds, with 

the objective to study their characteristics and change them.  This new theoretical and 

methodological ideal puts the focus not on the fact that an animal is used but on the 

relationship itself making this relationship unique and irreplaceable for man. 

   The relationship with the animal is especially important for children, which builds on the 

content of the pet-relationship throughout the course of its development. Since the early 80's 

it has been important to take into account not only the importance of establishing a good 

relationship with animals, but to use these values in relation to the animal for educational and 

instructional purposes. Thus the zooanthropology teaching was created and its objective is the 

enhancement of the relationship between a child and an animal through specific projects to 

enforce the content of pet-relationship to the educational needs of the children. In a 

Diesel, the Belgian shepherd that died during the terrorist attack in Paris (2015) 
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zooantropological vision the animal is not considered the result of an experiment or a 

substitute for other referents, but like a bearer of a specific value for a future relationship with 

humans. So it is very important that each of us contributes to creating an image and a positive 

perception of the animal in our lives, while paying attention to their actions. An Italian 

ethologist, essayist and philosopher, Roberto Marchesini, mentioned in his book Lineamenti 

di zooantropologia, a plausible considerations about what is the proper relationship between 

a person and an animal on the basis of theoretical and synchronic zooanthropology dividing 

the latter into various purviews: 

x AAA/T/E12 programmes: you must carry out some kind of “typological research”  on 

the individual with whom we go to work and determine what factors affect a person’s 

relationship with the animal and carefully analyze the types of relationships that bind the 

subject to the animal world. 

x Zoopathy: this refers to people with a form of total disinterest in the animal world whose 

presence is considered irrelevant or otherwise ignored. 

x Zoo-Intolerance: the subject shows annoyance, impatience, disgust regarding everything 

pertaining to the animal world to the point that its presence becomes so intolerant that it 

alters his/her balance and causes behavioral attitudes like instinctive defense, rejection, 

expulsion. Zoo-Intolerance can be a big stumbling block for pet therapy because the 

subject refuses any contact with the animal. Similar problems can arise if the 

zoointolerant is not the patient but perhaps the parent or close relative of the patient. 

x Zoo-Empathy: a person has a very positive attitude towards the world of animals, 

generally acquired from the earliest years of one’s life thanks to direct contact. This 

person is in contact with all forms of animal life due to experience and knowledge. 

x Zoomania: it is a passion and an obsessive and morbid relationship precisely toward the 

animal world to ensure that the individual gives all his affection to animals and provides 

them with social skills. Zoomanes often spend time with the animal as a means to escape 

everyday life and the world around them, or to compensate for the loss of a loved one, 

often becoming a sort of refuge in which to invest everything. 
   In conclusion, AAA/T/E and AAA/T13 should have a fair and balanced attitude that can be 

the best solution for the respect not only of the animal itself but also of ourselves.  

 

                                                        
12 AAA/T/E: Exclusive therapeutic activities done with animals when they are pups and adults. 
13 AAA/T: it is worth pointing out that AAA/T includes the co-therapies and alternative therapies, which are not universally 
adaptable nor can be applied to all people. (Source:www.naturacavallo.it) 
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I.3 The role of the dog in the human existence 
 
   The dog is a social animal in nature in a pack with his peers and closely connected to the 

life of the pack. The social systems of dogs are very similar to those of humans since they 

live in groups with their family , take care of their offspring, use games to develop physical 

and social interactions, have a verbal and non – verbal hierarchical system based on 

deference. Most social relationships are based on negotiation and deference both in the 

human and canine society.  

   Dog owners are continually told that the key to the relationship with a dog is to be a leader 

of the pack and there are many dogs that are defined, often without scientific criteria, as 

“dominant”. The theories of  “the leader of the pack” are inconvenient for the relative wolf 

because in a group of wolves, the leader dominates, eats first, and is the first to explore a 

territory and often submits its hierarchical status and many times the rest of the pack falls into 

the submission of the leader.  

 Within a pack of wolves things do not happen exactly this way. It is true that a group of 

wolves predicts the existence of two “alpha” males and females, to which members of the 

pack show deferential, but more than anything we could say that the key word of the 

operation of the bunch is “collaboration” and “dictatorship”. 

Wolves and dogs have been domesticated at least for 15,000 years while biologically making 

the same species. A dog does not behave exactly like a wolf and several studies show that the 

Canis lupus familiaris does not tend to show the rituals of submission with the same relative 

frequency as the wolf. 

   We could define dogs as an eternal pup wolf  that needs to be taken care of for the rest of 

his life: we feed  him, we protect him and he will tend to identify us as a reference point. Our 

role in a dog's life is above all to be a guide. We specify that the dog is not a homogeneous 

species from the behavioral point of view and that there are dogs or races which tend to be 

more hierarchical than others, as is the case with primitive dogs. It is important to respect our 

dog and teach him to respect us and others because he has a crucial role to play in our every 

day life. 

If we want to be a guide for our dog we have to apply a basic rule. 

No matter what the dog wants, he must first have our permission and our “supervision”. 

Moreover, the extraordinary cognitive abilities of dogs to understand human non-verbal 

expression, makes them one of the most suitable species for human therapy. The animal-

assisted activities and animal-assisted therap, during which the animals are visiting the people 
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procuring benefits in terms of motivation, and for educational, recreational and / or 

therapeutic purposes are extremely important. 

   Guide dogs have been watching over humans since the First World War, in fact many 

veterans lost their sight and the government had to provide help.  

   Behavior problems are one of the most common reasons to disqualify dogs from training. 

Instructing and training a guide dog is difficult in terms of time and effort, so it is important 

to develop a method that determines the elegibility of these animals to work as a guide. 

 Courage does not determine how successful the dog will be in learning skills and specific 

tasks, but it is simply a predisposition to training situations in general. Other results have 

confirmed that a fearful behavior, and a less confident dog, can lead to failure in various 

training activities.  

   Such a close relationship, however, can lead to problems. One of the most serious is 

undoubtedly the aggression of the dog which ethologists described as a normal expression of 

behavior is because of disputes, hospitalizations, and in extreme cases of death. This is also 

one of the main causes that make many people phobic and intolerant towards these animals. 

In addition to this is a bad reputation of some breeds - generally mastiffs - for which in many 

countries there are strict laws governing the management of public performance and 

reproduction of these animlas.  

Therefore, it is important to know the breed and the hierarchy of the dog for its socialization 

and permanence in a person’s life, but also for the safety of the dog and the peole around 

him. He should not be a threat to the world, but a virtue that you can use in pet therapy and in 

other areas to assist people. The role of the dog is to love his owner. 

 

1.3.1 Human needs that animals satisfy 
 In addition to the above-mentioned considerations, are the millions of animals that live in 

our homes just a fad? Probably not. From the findings of scientific research, known as 

zooanthropology, we believe that many people have pets because they satisfy a person’s 

need for love and affection, which is the basis of pet therapy. In fact. it is undeniable that the 

urban man of the twenty-first century, alienated from his peers and from himself, may find 

that affection with the companionship of his dog. 

   Despite the assumption that only another human being can truly understand another human 

being and interact with us to give us moral support, to help us in certain practical needs, to 

establish that important component of love associated with sex, it is undeniable that the 
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presence and the companionship of an animal can satisfy this need for affection. Thus they 

contribute to our physical and psychological well-being because the effects of their presence 

and company are able to give us serenity, joy, sense of usefulness, comfort, courage. 

Moreover, as P. Diolè, writer, ethologist and underwater zoologist  stated, a pet is the most 

stable of our sentimental values because if “friends die, families disintegrate, couples split up, 

our friendship with animals continues...” in the sense that they can be easily replaced by 

continuing to give us their love. Many individuals whoa are alone or frustrated by what 

psychologists call “substitution mechanism” are thus increasingly inclined to transfer animal 

feelings and passions otherwise stated. 

 In addition to this basic need there are of course other needs that often coexist albeit with 

different intensities. We are referring primarily to the need for personal fulfillment, which if 

not fulfilled by a successful professional or sports career or by our family can be found for 

example in the participation of exhibitions and competitions reserved for animals. Many 

times a lot of dog owners are the protagonists of these events even those considered less 

prestigious; over time exhibitions, contests, competitions, selections, agility and obedience 

tests etc. have increased significantly and they are also dedicated to specimens without a 

pedigree, as in the case of moggies. Winning a trophy, a cup, a plaque or being given a 

simple certificate thanks to the qualities or achievements of your pet for some people can 

become in practice a true embodiment able to successfully overcome the other frustrations or 

disappointments which life has reserved for them. 

 The need for esteem is very important for those who in today's society may well find a 

fulfillment in relations with animals, especially with those most affectionate and able to 

express their unconditional appreciation to their owner. For others, pets help them feel more 

safe and protected, thanks to guard dogs, as highlighted by the ancient Latin alert plaque 

Cave Canem, or other typical pets like cats. We cannot ignore that there is a subjective aspect 

of the concept of protection and for many the only awareness is not living alone, they can still 

count on another animated presence in the home or in the adjacent garden, which certainly 

has a reassuring effect and helps us feeling safer. 

   Not least is the need to escape from the various “ills” of our time. Animals must always be 

kept and cared for, not only in everyday life but also in training sessions: taking care of them 

distracts us from various problems that often torment our lives, helping us to overcome stress, 

anxiety and emotional voids. 

 Pets then often become a means to bear the burden of frustration, a means of compensating 

for the weaknesses and failures, an emotional substitute, a remedy against feelings of 
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inferiority or a means of expressing its authority, an antidote against the problems  we face in 

life. 

   But if animals play an increasingly important part in the inner life of man it is because they 

have become more and more a source of gratification for us, through the “fraternal” role they 

often play.  

   By analyzing the results of opinion polls conducted on extensive research on the subject, it 

turned out that the motivations for owning a pet are obviously different and vary from subject 

to subject. Some needs satisfied by our four-legged friends are summarized below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                  Maslow's pyramid of human needs (1954) 
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DISCOVERING THE CANINE LANGUAGE 

 
 
II.I What is canine language? 

 

   This chapter is an introduction to the study of human language across the planet. It is 

concerned with the immense variety among the languages of the world, as well as the 

common traits that cut across the differences. The chapter presents a number of analytical 

tools for comparing and contrasting different languages, and for seeing any one particular 

language in a larger linguistic perspective as that of communication with the dog. The chapter 

attempts to avoid eurocentrism, the excessive focus on European languages often found in 

introductions to linguistics. Although, for ease of presentation, examples are often drawn 

from English, a large variety of languages from all continents are drawn into the discussion 

whenever this helps to broaden our perspective. This global focus is reflected in the choice of 

topics. Moreover this chapter introduces the four traditional branches of linguistics (semiotic, 

communication, vocalizations and language practice) and it focuses on the following 

seemingly simple questions:  

1. How and why do languages resemble each other?  

2. How and why do languages differ from each other?  

   These questions are dealt with, from different angles in the chapters on canine language. I 

will show you how universal, linguistic typology, language families and language contact is 

essential for co-existing with a dog. As we all know dogs cannot communicate by speaking 

but with their body language. 
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II.2 The canine language 

   Dogs are social creatures that live together, and 

so they need a common language in order to get 

along. How dogs communicate — what I like to 

call “dogma”— is based on a system of common 

signs. The signs, in fact, upon which all human 

communication is verbal i.e. words, verbal, 
para-verbal communication, and finally the non-verbal or body language communication. 

Surprised to know that the positive or negative perception of the other, and therefore the 

possibility, or rather the desire to have a 

relationship, only depends 7% on verbal 

communication , 38% on para- verbal communication and as much as 55 % on non-verbal 

communication, which thus appears to be the one that affects us most. Non-verbal 

communication is, in fact, the most used. It stems directly from our subconscious and is not 

“trainable” and so many managers invest a lot of money and energy in an attempt to 

consciously manage even this basic aspect of communication. As we all know, dogs do not 

understand the meaning of words but listen closely to our tone of voice to try to understand 

our intentions. If we try to compliment our dog in a threatening tone, he will react by running 

away, cocking his head to the side and lowering his ears and tail, on the contrary if we use a 

softer tone he will act excited. Dogs, like humans, rely therefore on the interpretation of para-

verbal language, although for humans, it is minimally conditioned. 

The three most important forms of communication are: 

¾ VERBAL COMMUNICATION: refers to the use of words, commands and 

vocalizations  

¾ PARA VERBAL COMMUNICATION: refers to our tone of voice 

¾ NON VERBAL COMMUNICATION: refers to body movements. 

 

Moreover, when analysing body language we must take into account the communication 

between man and dog which includes several factors: 

Eleonora and Lothar in some non verbal 
communication exercises 
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1) Proxemics: it is the tendency to impose more or less space between himself and the dog as 

an element of communication 

2) Posture: it is the exposure of the body in space and its relationship among its segments, 

crouching, strutting, belly up, collected, sitting, with back erect or head down; it is also 

important to control the change in weight and the position of the spine. 

3) Kinetic: the speed of body movements and trajectory: (straight or curved) 

4) Gestures: movement of articulated parts of the body by the owner; arms, legs, ears, tail, 

legs, tongue, mouth, head for the dog. 

5) Mimicry: expression made by mimic muscles (mouth corners: forward or backward; nose: 

curly or relaxed, eyes open, half-closed or closed, forehead wrinkled or unwrinkled) 

6) Mantle: horripilation hair 

7) Haptic: concerns the tendency to seek physical contact with others; many species, 

including humans, have a strong need for physical contact. (Humans shake hands and pat or 

stroke dogs, etc..) 

The next chapter explores the relationship between man and dog. 

 

II.3 The body language 

    Dog behavior is complex and the signs that dogs send are often subtle. The following is not 

intended to be a treatise on dog behavior. It is intended to alert parents to situations that could 

compromise child safety around dogs. Parents seeing potential danger signs in their dog's 

behavior are encouraged to err on the side of caution and implement dog bite prevention 

measures (increase supervision and use physical barriers when supervision is not possible) 

until it can be determined whether the dog is actually a danger to the children and if so, until 

the problem is resolved through consultation with professionals. Many dog bites could be 

prevented if parents and children were aware of the subtle communication signs that dogs 

send when they are anxious. An anxious dog is much more likely to bite than is a happy dog. 

There is a big difference between a dog that is tolerating interactions with children and a dog 

that is actually enjoying these interactions. One of the most common things we hear from 

adult bite victims and the parents of child victims is “I wish I'd known...”. We don't want you 

ever to have to say that. Many dogs are exceptionally tolerant of mishandling by both kids 
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and adults. They show signs of anxiety, yet never get to the point of biting. Other dogs 

tolerate things they don't enjoy for a period of time, or from certain people and not others, but 

at some point they have just had enough and they growl or snap. Most people are shocked 

when this happens. “He has never bitten anyone before” or “there was no warning”, they say. 

Dog behavior experts will tell you that there is always a warning, it is is just that most people 

do not know how to interpret dog body language.  

 

I.3.1 Postures and meaning 

While dogs cannot speak, they do display their state of mind via their body language. By 

taking careful note of ear position, pupil dilation, facial tension (particularly around the 

muzzle and forehead), tail carriage and body weight distribution, an observer can detect 

whether a dog is relaxed or fearful, or acting in a submissive or dominant manner toward the 

observer.  We must not forget the body signs that the dog shows when socializing with other 

dogs, usually dominance is the  sign you see most often in a male exemplary, look carefully: 
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II.4 The language of the dog in training: working and 
sporting dogs 

     

   Intense physical activity, such as that favored by dogs involved in sports or operating in 

specific professional fields, puts more stress on the cognitive apparatus as well as the 

musculoskeletal movement of the dog’s legs given by the hip’s thrust, increasing the 

development of language and the risk of developing certain diseases, the so-called 

professional diseases. Among these, more chronic pathological changes derived from 

situations of this prolonged mechanical stress. Thus, as occurs in humans, even in animals 

used in sports or the job processing of a language (mother tongue and foreign language) in 

humans should seek both the cognitive development of the dog but also the restoration of 

features suitable for the recovery of vocalizations. Therefore, in combination with medical 

dog therapy, depending on the type of injury sustained by the dog, a more common treatment 

is being considered based on listening and on the dog owner who gives commands in 

different languages to develop specific cognitive or linguistic relationship features that the 

dog and the owner did not possess before. The aim of this work is to try to evaluate, through 

the direct experience of those athletes or workers with different professional language 

pathology, the language protocols commonly followed for their treatment. In recent years 

there has been a proliferation of training disciplines, practiced throughout the world and 

profoundly different, both for athletic training. 
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Sport disciplines: Dog agility: it is a discipline that involves the interaction of the dog with 

its trainer while running through an obstacle course, with the aim of highlighting the 

intelligence and agility of the dogs themselves. 

Work disciplines: Police dogs: The first time sniffer dogs were used in law enforcement 

dates back to the years following the First World War with the hierachy of the first shepherd 

dogs, like the German Shepherd. The training of police dogs is based on patterns of operant 

conditioning, which mainly use playful tactics as a prize, that is, the food and the relationship 

between the dog and the handler. These types of training are often considered races but they 

are actually used to obtain a complete picture regarding the quality of the breed. Dogs can 

participate in events organized by the ENCI14 and ratified by the FCI15 only if they have a 

pedigree. The IPO16 is the police dogs discipline par excellence and it is divided into three 

phases: ipo 1, 2 and 3. 

   Moreover, both disciplines have real control over the dog’s behavior, especially if the 

commands we decide to use involve whistles, noises of the tongue against the teeth or simply 

talking to him, are misinterpreted by the dog, so it is very important to keep calm and be 

patient, if the dog did not immediately assimilate the gesture or the voice command, it is 

preferable by the owner to  pamper the dog after a training session. Not to be confused with 

vocalizations, used by the ancestor wolf. In fact, for the unititiated, a howling dog hailing 

from the wolf, perceives the world around him whether it being death, atmospheric events 

and paranormal phenomena. Not all dogs communicate with vocalizations because this is not 

part of genealogy or more simply put was not accustomed to open spaces. Based on my 

experience with special dog trainers I would suggest a new training method by integrating 

custom commands in different languages. 

 

 

 

II.4.1 Del Criale Breeder 

                                                        
14 KC: Kennel Club (Great Britain) 
15 FCI: Fédération Cynologique Internationel (France), International Dog Federation (Great Britain) 
16 IPO: Internationale Prüfung Ordnung (German), International Examination Regulations (Great Britain) 
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Stefano Zesi started his work as a breeder in 1981, later under the teaching of Mr Luciano 
Musolino (Breeding of Valcuvia), he undertakes a racing career at the company Amateurs 

Shaferhunde. Over the years working with his “coach” he learned more and more about the 

German Shepherd as he worked with Valcuvia affix dogs and committed to achieving his 

goals in canine science. In 1988, after seven years of working in major training camps 

throughout the peninsula, he decides to train canines for competitions to compete with other 

dog trainers who knew more than him. In the early 90s, he begins to pull away from his 

mentor, however, after having reached the very important milestone of breeding a dog that 

was awarded the title of Siegerin17 at the Italian Championship in 1993 and was unbeaten in 

Germany to become the two-time World Champion Vanta von der Wienerau, Ester Valcuvia. 

So he began to lay the foundations for a career using their particular tenacity that led him to 

become the founder of his kennel, Hiro Della Valcuvia. In 1997, after years of hard work, he 

manages to get his affix recognized by ENCI and FCI. His affix was known as “Criale”18. In 

the following years the kennel breeds many dogs patented to IPO1, established by himself for 

the most part, and selected by 1 / a. 000 (punteggio dei cani in gara per la selezione, non 

posso cambiarlo) he produced the last litter of Hiro that unfortunately died on a November 

night. From this litter came a female, Tosca's Criale which coupled with a son of Ursus von 

Batu, Quick vom Gletschertopf. She gave birth to one of his most important breeding mares, 

Xena's Criale. At his first mating in 2004 with a little known Waiko Casa Massarelli, Xena 

gave his breeder three dogs which were patented and with a selected large footprint, Connor, 

Connie and Chuck. The latter from an early age of 35 days convince both Stefano and 

Andrea Massarelli of their great potential. Only two years later, after winning numerous 

times first place at various events where Chuck became Siegershau coming in 13th in the 

young class. Two weeks later, he participates in Working Class Males – SAS  50th Italian 

Championship where, in addition to confirming his great character with one of the best bouts 

of the event, he won 3rd place. From 2008 after some mishaps Stefano started to breed high-

level subjects. After understanding the dog's ability Saro of Arval, owned by Mr Francis 
Crisari (Breeding of Fonte Vecchia) Xena decides to pair with this stud producing what in 

the future will be one of the greatest satisfactions of his racing career, Indo’s Criale. It is not 

so much the beauty of the dog that will ignite him or the desire “to play with the sleeve”, but 
                                                        
17 Siegerin: The Sieger is the National Conformation Show for United Schutzhund Clubs of America. The Sieger is the top 
male in the working class (must be breed surveyed and have Sch3 title (IPO3), among other things) , while the Siegerin is 
the top female in the working class. There are also several other classes as well. The patent’s dog is usually preceded by the 
name of the dog and the letter V (Vorzueglich) followed by the number of their ranking. (Source www.pedigreedatabase.com 
)  
18 Criale: “Cri” of Cristina y “Ale” of Alessandro – the first Stefano’s sons.  

http://www.yahoo.com/
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it will be the character qualities worthy of a true German Shepherd. The dog looked very 

versatile, so Stefano made him a member of the canine security jobs, after so many years of 

showing off her work with canine training performances. In 2011 he began to design with 

some friends out of the loop of competitions and some months later he opened a new German 

Shepherd centre; the Zesi family launched AIPAT where Stefano and his son Valerio got the 

affix of National Manager of Training alongside Mr. Alfeo Brisotto. On March 11, 2012 

Stefano organized the first meeting of the new canine company in Ostia (Rome). His goal 

was to present 54 dogs in the ring. Within a few months Stefano was elected Vice-President 

for his commitment to the association and for managing to establish a friendly relationship 

with the shareholders who slowly joined the group. Stefano, (newcomer in che canine sector) 

for the selection of the race decided together with the other members of the CDN, among 

which Mr Riccardo Vada (Breeding of Grande Valle) was also included, to propose a 

defense test not only in an international championship but in all national meetings. To date 

Stefano is still training dogs at the center in Palombara Sabina.  
   In 1997, when Stefano was already at the height of his canine activity, his son, Valerio 
Zesi, was born. Since the tender age of three, he was fascinated by dogs, and he started his 

dog career at a young age in the amateur ring. His career began in 2005 when he was 8 years 

old and  he took part in the SAS Championship of Young Trainers in Borgo Sabotino. He 

came in 4th as a dog trainer with Xena’s Criale as working dog. The following year, the same 

rescue= salvataggio??? and the same location for the same result, 4th place. In the next two 

days of training he won the prize for “Best Dog Trainer”. In 2007 he was the trainer in the 

Xena character control test participating in his firt meeting in the SAS championship and he 

is also the handler for judging dog standards. He continues to study with his father and in 

2013 he began his career as a coach and an assistant. He has also trained dogs for CAL2 and 

IPO for canine education and competitive preparation to judge beauty dogs. In 2014 he 

officially became the AIPAT judge. At the end of 2014, ranking AIPAT dogs that 

participated in dog working discipline, the top three subjects are prepared and co-prepared by 

him.  

In addition to various performances and competitive results canine Valerio is also dedicated 

to breeding and is trying to carry on his father's work, with his own ideas and experiences. 
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Valerio and Nek's Criale – Stefano and Indo’s Criale 
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MY EXPERIENCE WITH RANDY 

 
 
III.1 The king of dogs: the German Shepherd 
   The German Shepherd (from German: Deutscher Schäferhund) is a breed of medium to 

large-sized working dogs that originated in Germany. The breed's officially recognized name 

is German Shepherd Dog; it is sometimes abbreviated as "GSD", and was also formerly 

known as the Alsatian and Alsatian Wolf Dog in Britain. The German Shepherd is a 

relatively new breed of dog, with its origin dating back to 1899 when  a German officer, Max 

von Stephanitz, started a stud book for German Shepherd Dogs. Horand was the first entry 

in the Schäferhunde Zucht- buch – SZ 1. His parents were Kastor (Pollux x Schäfermädchen) 

and Lene Sparwasser (Greif von Sparwasser x Lotte 

Sparwasser). Both were later entered in the stud 

book: SZ 153 and SZ 156. “The best information is 

given by the dog’s expression and eyes, and their 

setting. The eyes must express no malice and deceit, no 

unrestrained unruliness, but also no laziness, cowardice 

or fear. The way the dog looks at people should be bright 

(prof rimane cosi perché la citazione non è la mia 

ma di Stephanitz) , imprudent, open but reserved.” 

When Max von Stephanitz was born, Germany as we 

know it today did not exist. Before 1871, there were loose connections between some 

German states, for example, Prussia and Bavaria. 

They spoke the same language, shared a common history, 

but were, in fact, independent. In 1871, the scattered states of southern and northern Germany 

were unified under the German Reich. Wilhelm I von Hohenzollern, already King of Prussia, 

became the first emperor of the German Empire. When Max von Stephanitz was born in 

1864, his native city, Dresden, was part of the Kingdom of Saxony, but in 1871, Saxony and 

Dresden became part of the Empire. Max’s parents – Friedrich Wilhelm von Stephanitz and 

Max Von Stephanitz 
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his second wife, Maria Münch (or Mänch) – were described as well-to-do, and Friedrich 

Wilhelm ws described as a person of private means. Young Max became a student at the 

Vitzhumsche Gymnasium in Dresden, where he learned to speak fluent French. Max wanted 

to study agriculture, but his mother decided that he should have a military career, like many 

other members of German noble families at that time. During his service, Max visited the 

Veterinärschule (Veterinary School) in Berlin, where he gained useful knowledge about 

biology, anatomy and kinetics. Later he took advantage of this knowledge when breeding and 

judging dogs. In 1898, von Stephanitz was promoted to Rittmeister – a rank for cavalry 

officers. However, shortly thereafter he was forced to leave the army “da er eine Dame von 

der Bühne geheiratet hatte” – because he married a lady of the stage. Presumably this is an 

euphemism for a marriage beneath his status and perhaps his wife was indeed an actress. He 

left the army unwillingly and after his dismissal he became a retired cavalry master. Shortly 

after von Stephanitz bought Horand Von Grafrath, he and Meyer founded the Verein für 

Deutsche Schäferhunde (SV); von Stephanitz was elected chairman. Both gentlemen drew up 

the breed standard, which was adopted at a general meeting. First, von Stephanitz divided the 

coat into three varieties: rough-haired, smooth-haired and long-haired. The club’s inaugural 

meeting was attended by von Stephanitz, three shepherds, two factory owners, an architect, a 

mayor, a café owner and an office worker. In 1902, von Stephanitz was one of the founders 

of the Verein zur Förderung der Zucht und Verwendung von Polizei- hunden (PHV) – Club 

for the Promotion of the Breeding and Training of Police Dogs. Being a fierce supporter 

of the working German Shepherd Dog, von Stephanitz was very interested in this branch of 

cynology. Thanks to von Stephanitz and his standard work Der deutsche Schäferhund in 

Wort und Bild (The German Shepherd Dog in Word and Picture), the German Shepherd Dog 

became one of the most popular breeds in the world. Von Stephanitz benefited from the spirit 

of the age: nobility and a military rank were on an equal footing with authority and the 

Rittmeister was no exception to that rule. Von Stephanitz’s dog (the chairman’s dog) was 

used extensively for breeding; Horand produced 53 litters with 35 different bitches and had 
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149 registered offspring. In the beginning, von Stephanitz was inbreeding and line breeding 

and within a relatively short time he achieved uniformity in type. A well-known son of 

Horand was Hektor von Schwaben (SZ 13) born in 1898. It was said that his exemplar, 

Mores von Plieningen (SZ 159), had a wolf as a grandparent or great-grand- parent. Later, 

von Stephanitz denied this rumour. According to Dutch dog writer Ruud Haak in his Duitse 

Herders en hun verzorging (German Shepherds and their Maintenance), Mores could be 

considered the progenitress of the German Shepherd; others mention Mari von Grafrath 

(SZ 2). One of Horand’s grandsons, Beowulf (SZ 10) born in 1899, certainly set his stamp on 

the breed. As with so many other breeds, World War I (1914-18) proved to be disastrous for 

the German Shepherd Dog. Various sources mention that in this war 30,000 German 

Shepherd Dogs were sent into action at the frontline, as messenger dogs or guard dogs. After 

the war, dogs were in great demand and breeding became big business. In 1920, the Swiss 

breeder Otto Rahm (kennel Wohlen) talked about a Schäferhundepidemie – a German 

Shepherd epidemic – and warned against “ein überwinkelter Hinderhand” – an over-

angulated rear. In the first quarter of the 20th century, judges were also worried about the 

breed’s overall quality. To avoid the total decline of the breed, the SV drew up strong 

regulations for judging the dogs. No pedigree was given to the offspring of dogs that did not 

pass the tests. It was a rigid measure, but it paid off. Before WWI, relations between the 

German and Swiss breed clubs were friendly, but after the war the friendship disintegrated 

and there was criticism from the Swiss, who were irritated by the Kasernenton des 

Rittmeisters (the Rittmeister’s commanding tone) and were annoyed because von Stephanitz 

demanded that Swiss members of the club pay their membership in prewar valuta (rate of 

exchange). The difference between 50 Marks for German members and 520 Marks for Swiss 

members went down the wrong way. Aside from being a breeder, von Stephanitz was a (self-

appointed) judge and a dog writer. As the chairman of the breed club, he judged the 

Championship Show (Sieger Ausstellung) in 1925, awarding Klodo vom Boxberg (SZ 

135239), born in 1921, Best of Breed. Eyewitnesses reported “an unbearable tension” over 

his choice of the winner. Von Stephanitz managed “his” breed club in an authoritarian way; 

as an officer, he was used to giving and obeying orders. He ruled that German Shepherd 

Dogs from Switzerland could be exhibited in Germany only after they were entered in the 

German stud book. Politics started to play a role in von Stephanitz’s demands as well as 

elsewhere. The Americans had called the breed German Sheep Dog from 1908-18 but 

deleted “German” from the name after WWI and recognized the breed as Shepherd Dog from 

1919-31. The French renamed the breed Chien Berger d’Alsace. In 1919, The Kennel Club 
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(U.K.) recognized the breed as Alsatian Wolf Dog (but dropped “Wolf Dog” after 1926). In 

1977, the name was changed to German Shepherd Dog (Alsatian); the word “Alsatian” was 

removed in 2010.  

 

III.2 Randy using sheepdog working commands  

   Today the breed of German shepherd dog is an important one among Italian breeders, but 

not used and managed properly. Unfortunately, as in all areas of marketing and business, the 

breeding of working dogs is very often exploited and is indignant with the high number of 

dogs that go beyond the duties of respectable marketing for the standard breed that is in turn 

ruined.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 

 

Gsd standard: the German Shepherd Dog is medium-sized, slightly elongated, powerful 

and well-muscled, with dry bone and a firm overall structure. His head is wedge-shaped, and 

proportional to the body size (length about 40% at the height at the withers), without being 

plump or too elongated, dry in the overall appearance and moderately broad between the ears, 

has erect ears of medium size, which are carried upright and aligned (not drawn in laterally); 

they are pointed and with the auricle facing forward. The neck is strong, well-muscled and 

without loose neck skin (dewlap). The angulation towards the trunk (horizontal) is 
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approximately 45%. The upper line runs from the base of the neck via the high, long withers 

and via the straight back towards the slightly sloping croup, without visible interruption. The 

back is moderately long, firm, strong and well-muscled, and the forelimbs are straight when 

seen from all sides, and absolutely parallel when seen from the front. The German Shepherd 

Dog is a trotter. The limbs must be coordinated in length and angulation so that the dog can 

shift the hindquarters towards the trunk without any essential change of the top line and can 

reach just as far with the forelimbs. The skin is (loose) fitting, but without forming any folds. 

It is black with reddish-brown, brown and yellow to light grey markings; single-coloured 

black, grey with darker shading, black saddle and mask. It has unobtrusive, small white 

marks on the chest as well as very light colour on the inside which are permissible, but not 

desirable. The tip of the nose must be black. Dogs with the lack of a mask have a light to 

piercing eye colour, as well as light to whitish markings on the chest and the insides, pale 

nails and red tail tips are considered to be lacking in pigmentation. The undercoat shows a 

light greyish tone. These dogs cannot be white. The weight varies for females and for males 

aged 30 – 40 from 25 - 30 kg. 

Faults : 

x Dogs with weak character and weak nerves which bite 

x Dogs with proven “severe hip dysplasia” 

x Monorchid or cryptorchid dogs as well as dogs with clearly dissimilar or atrophied 

testicles 

x Dogs with disfigured ears or tail faults 

x Dogs with malformations 

x Considerable pigment deficiencies 

x Severely impaired overall stability. 

 

My goal is to dispel this myth on the standard of beauty in working and beauty dogs. Using 

basic commands for dog training are very useful in pet therapy when treating patients with 

serious cases such as autism, even a child can use the same commands that the dog trainer 

uses, as well as cognitive development and the adaptation and the resolution of the problem 

itself, the patient will connect the language in order to relate with the dog. 
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GERMAN – ENGLISH commands: 
 

Hundekommandos 
 

                      German Commands                                           English Commands 
 
DEUTSCH ENGLISH 

Hier! / Komm! 
here / komm 

Come! 

Braver Hund! 
braffer hoont 

Good dog! 

Nein! / Pfui! 
nyne / pfoo-ee 

No! / Bad dog! 

Fuß! 
foos 

Heel! 

Sitz! 
sits 

Sit! 

Platz! 
plahts 

Down! 

Bleib! / Stopp! 
blype / shtopp 

Stay! 

Bring! / Hol! 
brink / hohll 

Fetch! 

Aus! / Gib! 
owss / gipp 

Let loose! / Give! 

Gib Fuß! 
gipp foos 

Shake hands! 

Voraus! 
for-owss 

Go! 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I present you Randy: 
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**Randy** 

M: Deborah 

F: Dylan 

Breeder: Pietro Lo Pinto 

Handler and Trainer: Valerio Zesi and Giorgio Colombo 

Tipical beauty line  

 
“The subject is robust  with excellent markings but structurally still immature because of his 

age. It has a normal-shaped head, a dark male mask, but his eyes should have been blacker. 

It has a good topline, a good slope of the croup, good angles front and rear, good bottom 

line, good front block but the forearm should be a little more tense . It has a great extension 

in movement and moves quite close to the ground with enough thrust.” 

 
(Valerio Zesi’s judgment) 
 

III.3 Danke schön Randy!   
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Hello Randy, 

 My friend, now you are under my feet and sleeping like a baby after all, I know you will not 

understand what I am doing and writing at this time, but I wanted to tell you that it was 

thanks to you that I overcame my biggest fears. I thank you for your simplicity and for 

making me become the person I have always wanted to be. I will remember this forever. It's 

been a year since your birth, and since you became part of our lives, and in the end, I have 

and I will always have a bit of nostalgia. Your breed became my greatest addiction. It became 

a joy, a passion that was previously hidden and buried under people's eyes for fear of not 

being understood and not being seen as a normal person. In the end training a dog is 

associated with interpreting. 

 

Stay strong, 

 

Danke schön mein freund! 
                                              
 
 
                                         
 
 
                                            

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONC
LUSI
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ON 
 

    

 

 

  

From my experience with dogs and the work done on Randy in training and outside of it, I 

can say with absolute certainty that language is essential In the canine world, especially when 

training affect the character of a dog. Even now, besides a basic training integrated with 

commands executed with different languages, the dog will always have the cognitive function 

in reply good diversification using language, and what all this to happen, is important have 

much patience. 

   Recently i worked with many trainers and try to improve my studies and my research on the 

character education and the canine language because as i always said a dog must have two 

important qualities, he must work hard and be nice; a dog must be always trained 

accordingly; and must be always respected by his master, every dog has its time and we must 

always look for the right stimulus to avoid and discourage do so close. 

Infact i taken into consideration the breed of the German Shepherd Dog as from many 

criticized and considered aggressive, docile my opinion and biting at the same time, but not 

because of race but for work what it does about him. A dog can be docile and aggressive at 

the same time, but maintain a certain size in both behaviors, and above all to use them in the 

way more right and proper, this alone is not worth for supervision by dogs or defense but also 

for the dogs to out of a business scope. A dog can biting and aggressive as a puppy, 

especially if he had parental separation problems, or can become an adult if handled 

incorrectly, in short, a dog is not “bad” because did you want to be or because depends on the 

race, a bad dog born because we allow it to us in the first place and we are far away that this 

does not happen, and if it happens roll up your hands and take the reins of your dog and his 

life, he will be grateful there may despite not respond. 

Because at the end what a dog, a person or a foreign language, interpreting it means to take 

refuge in a world where only we can take part fully, interpret and be one with a something, a 

someone and I hope to be able to make you understand full by sharing my passion biggest 

and hopefully in my future work. 

 


